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INTRODUCTION 

Up to now, Vietnamese minority language processing (VMLP) has not 

been interested by scientists. The problems of VMLP similar to Vietnamese 

processing is urgent need that is set out. Stemming from the real situation, 

the topic of the thesis is “Building the Ede language processing environment 

applying in teaching and learning language Ede”. The thesis aim directs the 

research process in Ede language processing. From the research direction of 

the Ede language processing environment, The Vietnamese-Ede bilingual 

vocabulary database V-EBVD) has been built based on merging Ede-

Vietnamese and Vietnamese-Ede printing dictionaries. The applications of 

Ede ethnic minority language processing in teaching and learning Ede 

language have devloyed building base on V-EBVD. Directing to develop the 

V-EBVD by website for vocabulary database managing. the Ede language 

experts can update data in V-EBVD. This website has contributed to 

improving the quality of V-EBVD by the aid of the Ede language experts in 

updating data and sharing Vietnamese-Ede bilingual vocabulary database for 

research activities relating to the Ede minority language processing. 

1. Objectives 

Research in thesis towards two main objectives:  

- Building the Ede language processing environment directs the 

research process in Ede language processing , such as: editing the Ede 

document in the mulitibilingual environment; merging Ede-Vietnamese and 

Vietnamese-Ede printing dictionaries in building V-EBVD improving the 

quality of V-EBVD by the aid of the Ede language experts and  sharing the 

data sources, technical tools, research results for activities in Ede language 

processing. 

- Deploying applications in teaching and learning Ede language based 

on the V-EBVD. 

2. Subjects and scopes 

2.1. Subjects 

Ede language and ethnic minority language, Unicode, the technical tool 

in natural language processing and Ede language processing, dictionary and 

Viet-Ede monolingual and bilingual vocabulary database. 

2.2. Scopes 

Processing the writing on the perspectives of the natural and Vietnamese 

language processing, editing Ede text using Unicode, checking syllable 

misspelling Ede document, building the infrastructure of Ede language 

processing, applying Ede language processing in teaching and learning Ede 

language. 
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3. Methodologies 

Three basic research methods used in the thesis include theoretical 

research, and empirical research. 

4. Outline 

Three are 4 chapters in the thesis: 

Chapter 1: The problems of ethnic minority language processing 

Chapter 2: The Ede language processing environment 

Chapter 3: The Ede language processing 

Chapter 4: Building applications of the Ede language processing 

5. The contributions  

1) Building the Ede language enviroment for Directing for the research 

process in Ede language processing. 

2) Using Unicode for the text editor of ethnic minority languages in 
general and Ede ethnic minority language in particular.  

3) Building the V-EBVD based on the model merges the bilingual data 

sources Vietnamese-Ede and Ede-Vietnamese. 

4) Checking Ede syllable misspelling basing Ede syllable models that 

has been contributed to find syllable misspelling in Ede documents 

and to check Ede syllable misspelling in V-EBVD. 

In addition, in order to contribute to apply IT in the improving Ede 

language teaching and learning quality, The applications have been 

developed based on theV-EBVF, including: 

- Applications for looking up Vietnamese-Ede word online and offline.  

- Checking Ede syllable misspelling in Ede document.  

- The aid of Vietnamese-Ede machine translation.  

CHAPTER 1 

ETHNIC MINORITY LANGUAGE PROCESSING PROBLEM 

1.1. The natural language processing 

1.1.1. Encoding and editing text  

1.1.2. Building corpus 

1.1.3. Word segmentation and part of speech tagging 

1.1.4. Machine translation 

1.2. Vietnamese processing 

1.2.1. Vietnamese language in the context of natural language processing 

In addition to the problems and applications in natural language 

processing, VLP also sets out problems that has been needed research 

attention, such as:  

Adding diacritic automatically for Vietnamese writing; checking 

misspelling, grammar; building term dictionary, vocabulary database; 
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analysing semantic aims to computer understanding Vietnamese; translating 

automatically documents into other languages; summarizing the content of 

the text; recognizing print, writing, voice; extracting knowledge; creating 

documents automatically from different document sources in context. 
Solving the problem set out, Vietnamese language processing needs to 

focus on creating tools and resources for it. So that it is challenge for 
researchers. 

1.2.2. The results of  the Vietnamese laguage processing 

In the context, developing of Information Technology in Vietnam, some 

problems of Vietnamese language processing have been researched and had 

the results: Unicode encoding, word segmentation, building corpus, machine 

translation… 

1.2.3. Trends and prospects in the Vietnamese language processing  

The Vietnamese language processing is a research direction that is very 

important for the development and applying IT in Vietnam. The Vietnamese 

language processing has the great needs in Vietnam because of the explosion 

of the digital content industry. 

1.3. Vietnamese minorites language processing  

1.3.1. Preserving ethnic eminority languages 

Facing situation, the ethnic minority voices is on the verge of 

disappearance, the community of the people of Vietnam and the Government 

should have such programs to encourage and mobilize people to peoples 

everyday communication in their own language. 

Putting minority language teaching program consistent with the ethnic 

minority areas into schools, residential ethnicity schools, continuing 

education centers, community learning centers, career schools, technical 

secondary schools, college and university 

1.3.2. Vietnam ethnic minority writing  

The number and the ethnic minority names have been had or not writing 
that is shown in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1. Writing systems of Vietnam ethnic minority 

Scripts systems Number of ethnic minorities 

Latin scripts 17 

Ancient scripts 4 

Latin and ancient scripts  4 

No scripts 29 

1.3.3.The situations  of Vietnam ethnic minority language  

In addition to the Kinh ethnic accounted for nearly 86% of the 

population, there are 54 different ethnic groups, belonging to different 

language family, shown in table of the Vietnam pepole language. 
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Throughout the country, there are over 20 provinces that have taught 

minority language for nearly 110,000 students from 7 ethnics: H’Mong, Ede, 

Giarai, Bana, Cham, Khome, Hoa. Many provinces and cities have 

implemented teaching minority language for pupils, officials, public 

servants, departments and agencies in many forms. Ministry of Education 

and Training has also built a number of bilingual education program that has 

been taught in primary schools and residential ethnic high schools. 

1.3.4. Using results of Vietnamese language processing for Ede language 

processing 

Through overview researches NPL problems between VLP with Ede 

language processing has been compared and identified in Table 1.2. 

Table 1.2. Comparing Vietnamese and Ede language processing 

Problem in NLP Vietnamese Ede language 

Unicode Encoding 
Encoded No Encode 

Proposing: the thesis focuses on research encoding Unicode in Ede 
language text editor 

Using Unicode 
Used No use 

Proposing: The thesis focuses on researching the problem displaying 
Ede letters with the Unidcode font. 

Displaying 
Unicode font 

There are Uinikey, VietKey, 
WinVNKey  typing tools. 

No display with Unicode font 

Proposing: The thesis focuses on researching the problem displaying 
Ede letters with the Unidcode font. 

Building corpus 

Built No build 

Proposing: The thesis focuses on building the Vietnamese-Ede 
bilingual vocabulary database 

Segmentating word 

The difficulty of problem 
ambiguous. Following word 
separation vnTokenizer tool and 
sharing for research purposes 

The difficulty of problem 

ambiguous. There is no tool 

sharing research purposes. 

Proposing: the thesis should choose the word separation method suit 
reality Ede language processing. 

Machine 
translation 

Translation from Vietnamese to 
English, pending all the ambiguity 

Translation Vietnamese-Ede, 

for reference. 
Proposing: The thesis focuses on the research support Vietnamese-
Ede translation, application translation bilingual lessons Vietnamese-
Ede. 

1.4. Ethnic minority language processing 

1.4.1. The problems of the ethnic minority language processing  

In the world, there are associations, organizations and projects that the 

activities related to dealing with minority language processing, including: 

SALTMIL is the international association for speech and language 

technology for minority languages, MILLE is a project related to the 

minority language processing, EMILLE is a collaborative project between 
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Lancaster University and Sheffield University that focuses primarily on 

issues related to the encoding of Unicode characters in the building corpus. 

Difficulties and challenges 

The first difficulties in minority language processing set out that 

minority writing systems have been encoded in Unicode. The minority 

language faces often the difficulties of the standardization resource in 

electronic format, specialization. The resource scarcity is restriction for 

approach towards data in minority languages processing. Lack of the finance 

supports for research activities in ethnic minority languages processing 

(EMLP). 

Approaches 

Researching EMLP can use the approaches different to the approaches in 

natural language processing. However, using approach depends on the 

language of each ethnic minority, the complexity of each problem or the 

research direction of scientists. 

1.4.2. Research orientation 

Developing the EMLP system can not build applications if there is not 

the infrastructure of language processing. Therefore, the database resources 

should be organized in the open direction and can be reused for any other 

tools and applications.  

In the minority language processing, sharing the research results is an 

important element in order to use collaboration that can arise from 

researchers on the field of EMLP. 

1.4.3. The Functions in the Ede language processing environment 

The Ede language processing environment in the thesis is system that is 

arranged on functions for 

directing the research process 

in the Ede language 

processing. There are four 

levels in this system: 

- The first level uses 

Unicode in Editing Ede 

document that is the 

infrastructure for colecting, 

converting, processing the data 

sources of next levels. 

- The next level mergs 

the bilingual data sources of 

Vietnamese-Ede and Ede-

Vietnamese printing 

 
Figure 1.1. The function arranging system in 

the Ede language processing environment 
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dictionaries in building V-EBVD. 

- The third level manages the V-EBVD, builds and shares technical 

tools, the applications for research activities relating to the Ede minority 

language processing.  

- The last level develops the applications in teaching and learning Ede 

language, such as: applications for looking up Vietnamese-Ede word online 

and offline, checking Ede syllable misspelling in Ede document, the aid of 

Vietnamese-Ede machine translation. 

The Ede language processing environment is shown in Figure 1.1. 

1.5. Conclusion of chaper 1 

The thesis focuses on four main solutions: 

1) Building the Ede language enviroment for Directing for the research 

process in Ede language processing. 

2) Using Unicode for the text editor of ethnic minority languages in 
general and Ede ethnic minority language in particular.  

3) Building the V-EBVD based on the model merges the bilingual data 

sources Vietnamese-Ede and Ede-Vietnamese. 

4) Checking Ede syllable misspelling basing Ede syllable models that 

has been contributed to find syllable misspelling in Ede documents 

and to check Ede syllable misspelling in V-EBVD. 

In addition, in order to contribute to apply IT in the improving Ede 

language teaching and learning quality, The applications have been 

developed based on theV-EBVF, including: 

- Applications for looking up Vietnamese-Ede word online and offline.  

- Checking Ede syllable misspelling in Ede document.  

The aid of Vietnamese-Ede machine translation. 

CHAPTER 2 

EDE LANGUAGE EDITOR ENVIRONMENT 

2.1. Introduction Ede language  

2.1.1. The birth of the Ede writing 

2.1.2. E De phonetic characteristics 

2.1.3. E De vocabulary characteristics 

2.1.4. E De grammatical characteristics 

2.2. Ede language text editor 

2.2.1. Vietnamese ethnic minority writing processing 

The research results of ethnic minority writing processing have the 

advantages and disadvantages of the following: 

Advantages: ethnic minority text has been computerization. Ethnic 

minority writing has been displayed on computer. Ethnic minorities have 
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chance contacting with applications in the IT field. 

Disadvantage: using ASCII code and creating fonts in this code, only 

overcoming locally, simply and applying in a narrow range with fonts of 

research for building typing tool in text editor. Displaying ethnic minority 

scripts, on computer must have fonts corresponding with typing tool of 

ethnic minority language. So that, Vietnam ethnic minority language 

documents do not yet integrate into Unicode such as Vietnamese. Ethnic 

minority language documents do not exchange on internet between state 

agencies together, no display on website with Unicode fonts.  

2.2.2. Vietnamese ethnic minority 

language text editor 

Most of the 21 Vietnam ethnic 

minorities using the Latin alphabet, 

accented and sound are nearly 

identical Vietnamese. Some ethnic 

minority languages have letters, 

accented and sound change, but not 

much. On that basis, the criteria set 

out for solution displaying ethnic 

minority scripts: 

Encoding ethnic minority 

scripts in Unicode, inheriting 

Vietnamese typing tool, using 

Unicode fonts in text editor 

Applying for ethnic minorities 

using Latin alphabet. 

Figure 2.2 illustrates the 

solution displaying ethnic minority 

language in Unicode text. 

Content of model 

Step 1: splitting ethnic minority alphabet into three groups: 

Group 1 with the letters is in Vietnamese language and Unicode. Group 2 

with the letters are in Unicode but not in the script of Vietnamese language. 

Group 3 with the letters are neither in Unicode nor in the script of 

Vietnamese language. 

Step 2: mapping letters of group 2 and group 3 into Unicode and 

determining the hecxa value in corresponding letters of group 2 and group 3 

in Unicode.  

Step 3:  stipulating typing in letters of group 2 and group 3. 

Step 4: basing on interactive solution in the research results of 

 

Figure 2.2. The model displaying 

Vietnamese minority language writing  
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Vietnamese language processing for Ede language processing, environment 

supports the creation of interactive module into WinVNKey typing tool is 

built to display ethnic minority scripts in Unicode text and applications 

having text editor similar to Vietnamese. 

The solution displaying ethnic minority scripts in multilingual 

environment has contributed to solve using Unicode for ethnic minority 

language text editor and applications having text editor in multilingual 

environment.  

2.2.3. Ede language text editor 

Applying the solution displaying ethnic minority scripts in Unicode text 

for Ede language text editor, the steps are carried out as follows: 

Step 1: Ede alphabet is split into three groups (Table 2.3). 

Table 2.2. Splitting Ede alphabet 

Group Ede language alphabet 

1 

A a Ă ă Â â E e Ê ê I i O o Ô ô Ơ ơ 

U u Ƣ ƣ B b D d Đ Ď G g H h J j K k 

L l M m N n P p R r S s T t W w Y y 

2 Ƀ ƀ Č č Ĕ ĕ Ĭ ĭ Ñ Ñ Ŏ ŏ Ŭ ŭ     

3             Ơ  ơ  Ƣ  ƣ            

Step 2: the letters of group 2 and group 3 are mapped into Unicode with 

areas: additional Latin characters (H00A0:H00FF), expanded Latin 

characters (H0100:H024F), combining diacritical mark (H0300:H036F). 

Mapping the letters of group 2 and group 3 into Unicode are done through 

Unicode mapping tool kit. 

 he letters of group 3 are encoded compound with two characters: letter 

and diacritic    . 

Results mapping letters in groups 2 and 3 is shown in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3. Mapping the letters groups 2 and 3 into Unicode 

Group Hecxa value of Ede letters in Unicode 

2 

Ƀ 

H0243 

ƀ 

H0180 

Č 

H010C 

č 

H010D 

Ĕ 

H0114 

ĕ 

H0115 

Ĭ 

H012C 

ĭ 

H012D 

Ñ 

H00D1 

ñ 

H00F1 

Ŏ 

H014E 

ŏ 

H014F 

Ŭ 

H016C 

ŭ 

H016D 

  

3 
   

H00CA 

H0306 

   

H00EA 

H0306 

   

H00D4 

H0306 

   

H00F4 

H0306 

Ơ  

H01A0 

H0306 

ơ  

H01A1 

H0306 

Ƣ  

H016C 

H0306 

ƣ  

H016D 

H0306 

Step 3: stipulating typing in letters of group 2 and group 3, mark    is 

selected instead of a hyphen in letter Ƀ, ƀ and mark   on letter  ,    mark   is 

selected instead of diacritic   on the letters with diacritic  .  easons to choose 

two characters are helping for user imagines nearly the Ede letters and 

remember easily. Table 2.4 is the typing stipulating for letters of group 2 and 
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group 3. 
Table 2.4. Stipulating typing in letters of group 2 and group 3 

Group 2 

Upper case Ƀ Č Ĕ Ñ Ĭ Ŏ Ŭ 

Combination B~ C^ E^ N~ I^ O^ U^ 

Lower case ƀ č ĕ ñ Ĭ ŏ ŭ 

Combination b~ c^ e^ n~ i^ o^ u^ 

Group 3 

Upper case       Ơ  Ƣ     

Combination Ê^ Ô^ Ơ  Ƣ     

Lower case       ơ  ƣ     

Combination ê^ ô^ ơ  ƣ     

The mapping of letters and stipulating typing are done by tool kit that is 

named H&TES, allows storing hecxa values and typing for the letters of 

group 2 and group 3 into text file that is named HTF.  

 Each row corresponding to each letter of group 2 or group 3, consisting 

of a combination of characters are mapped hecxa values and stipulated 

typing that are separated by a colon. With the letters of group 3 have two 

hecxa values that are separated by a plus sign.  

Step 4: Solving displaying Ede scripts with Unicode fonts in applications 

having text editor, by building tool kit was named EIWVNK allows 

interacting HTF into WinVNKey. 

The research results of supporting to display Ede scripts is being used 

and interactive solution into WinVNkey through EIWVNK environment are 

compared in Table 2.6 with  the elements relating to the problem displaying 

Ede scripts in Unicode. 
Table 2.6. Comparing the elements displaying Ede scripts in Unicode 

Element TayNguyenKey VnKey EIWVNK  

Unicode font No use No use Used 

Typing tool 
Using Unikey, 

ViệtKey 
Using VNKey 

Using 

WinVNKey 

Open source No No Open 

Combinate 

secondary key 

12 keys: \, |, #, $, `, ~, 

 , &, [, {, “, _  

Combinating letters as 

telex or number as VNI  

2 keys: “ ” 

and “ ” 

2.3 Using Unicode 

2.3.1. Using Unicode in text editor 
2.3.2. The solution converting Vietnamese minority language document 
with own fonts into Unicode 

 The Vietnamese minority text using Latinh writing has used with own 

fonts for the letters not in Unicode. Using own fonts in text is a difficult for 

the exchange and development an information systems. 
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From the above situation, in 

order to solve the difficulties in 

exchanging and using minority 

language texts using own fonts, 

the thesis proposes the solution 

of converting texts with own 

fonts into Unicode fonts. This 

solution is shown in figure 2.4. 

In this solution, the mapping 

in Unicode and stipulating 

characters for the letters of 

group 2 and group 3 use H&TES 

tool. 

After determining the hecxa 

value of and used characters of 

own fonts are saved to file. This 

file is the input data of the 

solution converting Vietnamese minority language document with own fonts 

into Unicode. 

This solution has contributed to solve the difficulties for the exchange 

and development an information systems. 

2.3.3. Converting Ede language document with own fonts into Unicode 

Based on the solution converting Vietnamese minority language 

document with own fonts into Unicode, the thesis proposed to build an tool 

for converting Ede language document with own fonts into Unicode, named 

CEDU. 

Script for the CEDU 

Using the H&TES tool in section 2.2.3 creates the file to save the hecxa 

values and the Stipulating typing for characters corresponding to the letters 

of groups 2 and 3.  

Converting Ede language document file with own fonts in formats (TXT, 

DOC, DOCX, RFT, XML) into Ede language document file with Unicode 

fonts based on the file to save the hecxa values and the Stipulating typing for 

characters corresponding to the letters of groups 2 and 3. 

Testing results 

The input data is the bulletins on VOV4 of the Voice of Vietnam. These 

bulletins used Taynguyenkey fonts, VNI input method and Unikey typing 

tool. The results obtained after passing the CEDU were manually checked on 

the originals and found that CEDU had converted all character sets typed in 

TayNguyenKey fonts into Ede letters with Unicode fonts.  

 
Figure 2.4. The model converting 

Vietnamese minority language document with 

own fonts into Unicode 
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Evaluating 

The CEDU tool performs the conversion for files with the TXT, DOC, 

DOCX, RTF, and XML extensions not limited to files with the TXT or RTF 

extensions as Unikey ToolKit of Unikey typing tool. 

The CEDU tool has contributed to solve the difficulties in exchanging 

Ede language documents with own fonts on the internet or between 

computers as well as reusing existing electronic resources in Ede language 

processing research. 

2.4. Checking Ede syllable 

2.4.1. Ede language syllable 

a) The concept of syllable 

b) The structure of Ede syllabe 
 The Ede syllable structure is shown in Figure 2.5. 

2.4.2. Finding Ede syllable misspelling 

In Ede language processing, the building the monolingual and bilingual 

vocabulary database based on print dictionaries. The data in print dictionary 

is input manually into vocabulary database, so that misspellings are 

unavoidable. In addition, the data entry people can’t know Ede language and 

are not used to typing Ede letters, so it is difficult to detect misspelling  at the 

time of typing. 

To check the Ede language misspelling in KNVV-E and solving 

gradually the Ede language misspelling checking problem, the thesis 

proposes the solution based on Ede syllable for checking Ede language 

misspelling at the syllable level.  

Based on 22 different types of Ede syllable models and syllables no the 

syllable first part, the thesis has reduced 22 syllables to 8 syllables and added 

7 syllables. Reducing 22 syllables to 8 syllables is the combining adding a 

consonant or a combination of two consonants and three consonants to a case 

of the syllable first part. 

The 7 additional syllables, there is a syllable case not in the dictionary 

that is vowel + semi vowel. So in 7 additional syllable models, there are only 

6 syllable models without the syllable first part. 

The Ede syllable models proposed in the thesis consists of 14 models, 

presented in Table 2.9. Cb is the symbol for the syllable first part. S1 l is the 

 
Figure 2.5. The structure of Ede syllabe 
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symbol for buffer sound. V is the symbol for main sound, S2 is the symbol 

for semi vowel, Ce is the symbol for final sound. 
Table 2.9. Ede syllable models 

No 
Syllable 

model 
Example No 

Syllable 

model 
Example 

1  V ĭ  (embryo) 8  CbVCe mđơt  (short) 
2  VCe ung  (husband) 9  CbVS2 hmlei  (cotton) 
3  VS1Ce ơih  (yes) 10  CbVSCe hmiêt  (wrap) 
4  S1V iŭ  (pump) 11  CbS1V thiê  (distribute) 
5  S1VS2 iêu  (call) 12  CbS1VS2 miêu  (cat) 
6  S1VCe uan  (figure) 13  CbS1VCe Mđhiăr  (repeat) 
7  CbV ƀ    (face) 14  CbS1VSCe mbhuôih  (polish) 

The Ede syllable models are the basis for checking Ede language syllable 

misspelling. 

2.4.3. Building Ede language 

syllable misspelling 

Solving gradually the 

problem checking Ede language 

misspelling, checking Ede 

language syllable misspelling 

based on the Ede syllable models 

is proposed as following: 

Firstly, building the Ede 

syllable models based on the 

structure of Ede syllable is 

shown in Table 2.9.  

Next, Converting Ede syllabe 

into Ede syllable model 

according to model structure: 

[Cb][S1]<V>[S2][Ce]  

Finally, checking the converted syllable model is in the 14 models or 

not, to conclude right or wrong syllable. 

Checking the Ede language syllable misspelling based on the Ede 

syllable models is shown in Figure 3.3.  

2.5. Conclusion of chaper 2 

In this chapter presented the results have not been announced so far. 

From that, the thesis continues to develop the V-EBVD that is the 

infrastructure in the Ede language processing environment. 

  

 

Figure 2.6. The model of the checking Ede 

language syllable misspelling 
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CHAPTER 3 

VIETNAMESE-EDE BILINGUAL VOCABULARY DATABASE 

3.1. Merging bilingual Vietnamese-Ede bilingual data sources  

3.1.1. Merging Vietnamese-Ede and Ede-Vietnamese data sources model 

Bilingual data sources merging model has contributed to build the V-

EBVD with the input data that is Vietnamese-Ede and Ede-Vietnamese print 

dictionaries, shown in Figure 3.1. 

3.1.2. The merging environment 

bilingual Vietnamese-Ede 

bilingual data sources 

Merging in this model is 

executed by two interactive 

modules: Ede-Vietnamese and 

Vietnamese-Ede interactive 

modules. The input data of Ede-

Vietnamese interactive module is 

Ede-Vietnamese dictionary files. 

The input data of the Vietnamese-

Ede interactive module is Ede-

Vietnamese dictionary files. 

3.1.3. Evaluating bilingual 

sources merging model 

With the context of 

Vietnamese minority language 

processing in general and Ede language processing in particular, Vietnamese-

Ede interactive model for building V-EBVD is proposed and achieved the 

following results: 

- Contributing developing the infrastructure for Ede language processing 

in particular and EMLP in general. 

- Bilingual sources merging model can expand for developing 

Vietnamese-other ethnic minority bilingual vocabulary database. 

3.2. Building Vietnamese-Ede vocabulary database 

3.2.1. Organizing bilingual vocabulary database 

a) The criteria of data 

The data criterias set out in vocabulary database as follows:  

The data criterias set out in vocabulary database as follows:  

The Ede words have been collected and written in Ede language of Kpa 

group. Ede language is written in Ede scripts. 

Vietnamese Words are words of common Vietnamese and written 

 
Figure 3.1. Bilingual data sources 

merging model 
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Vietnamese script. 

The examples are put in to clarify the meaning and usage of words, also 

known as the context of entry. 

The entries are labeled part of speech: N for nouns, V for verbs, A for 

adjectives, O for left entries. 

Polysemy been recorded, translated and with reference to the different 

wording equivalent in the target language 

When aligning the word of the source language, finding word equivalent 

in the target language, based on the common and basic means has been used 

now in both languages. 

Saving with Unicode fonts, this is the criteria that the research results 

about V-EBVD the past till now have not mentioned. 

b) Data source 

Data sources of Vietnamese-Ede and Ede-Vietnamese bilingual 

dictionary is selected as the input data for the interactive model. 

Vietnamese-Ede print dictionary includes of 10,000 entries, the majority 

of basic and common used words in Vietnamese. 

Ede-Vietnamese print dictionary includes of 10,000 entries, the majority 

of basic and common used words in Ede language. 

Print dictionary data sources are input manually by many people and 

saved on many files according to the general template and used Unicode 

fonts. The Ede letters can be inputted in 2 ways: using EIWVNK through the 

results in Chapter 2, or can also input in a way specified type. 

Vietnamese vocabulary database includes of over 31,000 entries, 

inheriting from “VLSP topic”. 

c) The structure of vocabulary database 

Vocabulary database structural organizing is an important step in 

building vocabulary database. In the thesis, vocabulary database is designed 

in a relational database model. 

3.2.2. Inputting entries into vocabulary database 

In V-EBVD, the entries have been updated by MEDAS tool. In which, 

there are two functions that are Vietnamese-Ede interactive function and 

Ede-Vietnamese interactive function in Vietnamese-Ede bilingual data 

sources merging environment in item 3.1. 

The results showed that the entries are added into vocabulary databases 

through dictionary files that are imported into Ede language processing 

environment. The quantity of the entries is shown in Table 3.6. 
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Table 3.6. The quantity of the entries in vocabulary database 

Vocabulary 

database 

Entries 

Total Ede-Vietnamese 

interactive module 

Vietnamese- Ede 

interactive module 

Vietnamese  11,357  2,575 13,932 

Ede  9,287  2,149 11,436 

Vietnamese-Ede  17,980  3,167 21,147 

3.2.3. Evaluating Vietnamese-Ede vocabulary database 

Evaluating V-EBVD, the coverage degree (DC) of Ede and Vietnamese 

entries is proposed to evaluate vocabulary database. DC is used to calculate 

coverage degree in vocabulary database and is formed as a percentage of the 

total number of covered words. The formula for calculating the coverage of 

KNV:  
 
 

Where:   

Y: total of words in checked documents not in vocabulary database, 

X: total of words in checked document, 
Y ≤ X 

a) Calculating DC of Ede entries 

Maximum matching approach based on Vietnamese-Ede bilingual 

vocabulary database is applied for word segmentation of the Ede document. 

To achieve high reliability for the research and testing, the testing 

documents are Ede language books, Ede-Vietnamese bilingual stories and the 

Ede language bulletins. In which, Ede language books, Ede-Vietnamese 

bilingual stories are inputted manually and the Ede bulletins are downloaded 

from VOV4 website. The font of the Ede bulletins is not Unicode fonts. 

These bulletins are converted into Unicode. 

The obtained results are shown in Table 3.10. 

Table 3.10. The DC of Ede vocabulary database in the Ede documents 

Document Words 
Words not in 

vocabulary database 
 DC 

Ede language book 1.815 96 94,71% 

Ede-Vietnamese story 2.052 276 86,55% 

Ede bulletin 3.725 328 91,19% 

Average of DC 90,82% 

b) Calculating DC of Vietnamese entries 

Vietnamese word segmentation approach has been inherited from 

vnTokenizer tool, but Vietnamese entries not in its Vietnamese vocabulary 

database must be added into vnTokenizer extensive vocabulary database. 

100



X

YX
DC
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To achieve high reliability for research and testing, the testing documents 

are Vietnamese language books (3
rd

, 4
th
 and 5

th
 grade), Vietnamese stories 

(3
rd

, 4
th
 and 5

th
 grade) and the Daklak education department Vietnamese 

bulletins. 

The obtained results are shown in Table 3.12.  

Table 3.12. The DC of Vietnamese vocabulary database  

in the Vietnamese documents 

Document Words 
Words not in 

vocabulary database 
Coverage  

Vietnamese language book 3.324 225 93,23% 

Vietnamese story 3.538 274 92,26% 

Daklak education 

department bulletin 
4.777 509 89,34% 

Average of DC 91,61% 

The results in Table 3.10 and Table 3.12 show the feasibility of 

Vietnamese-Ede bilingual vocabulary database that is the infrastructure of 

the Ede language processing environment. 

3.4. Managing the Vietnamese-Ede bilingual vocabulary database 

3.4.1. Developing the Vietnamese-Ede bilingual vocabulary dat 

Adding new entries and updating its components: semantic, part of 

speech, the examples clarifying the meaning of the entry are a function that 

can’t be ignored in developing 

bilingual vocabulary database.  

The function of entry updating on 

the V-EBVD managing website alows 

the Ede language experts and 

researchers adding the new entries into 

V-EBVD base on the merging model, 

updating, deleting the entries and them 

components in the V-EBVD.  

3.4.2. Improving the quality of 

vocabulary database 

In order to contribute to improve 

the quality of V-EBVD, The model of 

the checking Ede syllable misspelling 

is used for building CESILD 

(Checking Ede Syllable In Lexical Database) tool to check the syllable 

misspelling of the Ede entries in V-EBVD. 

CESILD, in addition to detecting the syllable spelling of Ede entries in 

KNV due to incorrect input, also contributes notes to borrowed words from 

 
Figure 3.2. Operating of  

CESILD tool  
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other languages. The CESILD operation is shown in Figure 3.2. 

3.4.3. Orientating to exploit Vietnamese-Ede bilingual vocabulary database 

In order to create favourable conditions for Ede ethnic minority students 

and teachers in learning and teaching and Ede language and on the basis of 

exploiting V-EBVD through the Ede language processing environment, the 

Ede language processing applications are deployed. 

- Applications for looking up Vietnamese-Ede word online and offline.  

- Checking Ede syllable misspelling in Ede document.  

- The aid of Vietnamese-Ede machine translation. 

3.4. Conclusion of chaper 3 

The achieved results in this chapter are the basis for the thesis deploying 

the Ede language processing applications in teaching and learning Ede 

language.  

CHAPTER 4 

BUILDING THE EDE LANGUAGE PROCESSING APPLICATION 

4.1. Teaching and learning Ede language  

4.1.1. The real situation of teaching and learning Ede language  

Teaching and learning Ede language so far still have difficulties: 

The number of Ede teachers is still lacking compared to demand.  

The quality of Ede teaching is still limited due to lack of facilities, 

equipment, teaching tools and reference documents in teaching and learning 

Ede language. 

Editing Ede texts with Ede fonts, there are Ede letters that are 

difficult to remember for typing and easy to cause misspelling. 

Exchange of Ede language documents is limited to displaying Ede 

writing on computers without Ede fonts. 

There are no Information Technology applications for teachers and 

Ede pupils in teaching and learning Ede language. 

4.1.2. Solution using Ede language processing environment  

In order to apply IT in teaching and learning Ede language, it is 

necessary to have the efforts of IT experts to invest in developing 

infrastructure for Ede language processing and building applications in 

teaching and learning Ede language. 

Through this environment, Vietnamese-Ede bilingual vocabulary 

database has been built by merging Ede-Vietnamese and Vietnamese-Ede 

printing dictionaries. V-EBVD is the infrastructure for research activities in 

the Ede language processing. The researchers can download V-EBVD for the 

building applications in the Ede language processing or upload technical 

tools, results for research activities in the Ede language processing. The Ede 
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language processing environment has contributed to improve the quality of 

V-EBVD by the aid of the Ede language experts. 

4.1.3. The applications in teaching and learning Ede language 

Along with teaching methods, material facilities, standard textbooks and 

information technology applications, it is also a means to improve the quality 

of teaching and learning Ede language. In order to create favourable 

conditions for teachers and Ede pupils in teaching and learning Ede 

language, the thesis proposed to develop the Ede language processing 

applications in teaching and learning Ede language: 

Application of looking up Vietnamese-Ede word online and offline, to 

help pupils and teachers in looking up part of speech, mean of word and the 

examples clarifying the context of the word. Application of looking up 

Vietnamese-Ede word offline is also used as a visual aid in teaching Ede 

language. 

Application of checking the misspelling in Ede language documents 

helps teachers and pupils checking and correcting the syllable misspellings in 

the Ede documents as lesson plans, books, lessons, exercises... 

Application of aiding Vietnamese-Ede machine translation has 

contributed to translate Vietnamese lessons into Ede language in order to 

create conditions for further upgrading level of Ede language teaching and  

help teachers in translating Vietnamese-Ede bilingual lesson plans and 

contribute to enrich the Vietnamese-Ede bilingual learning through subjects 

such as: mathematics, science, history, geography ... not only learning Ede 

language subject. 

Application of aiding Vietnamese-Ede machine translation for translating 

the lessons, lesson plans from Vietnamese into Ede language has contributed 

to facilitating the further upgrading of the Ede language teaching and  

learning levels and enriching Vietnamese-Ede bilingual subjects 

4.2. Looking up the bilingual word in V-EBVD 

4.2.1. The role of vocabulary in bilingual teaching and learning 

Learning vocabulary and practicing skills of using vocabulary are the 

first element in teaching and learning a language in general and Ede language 

in particular. 

Because of the importance of vocabulary for Ede pupils, teachers need to 

develop vocabulary for pupils as well as help them to develop 

communication skills using vocabulary. 

Based on the importance of vocabulary in teaching and learning Ede 

language, looking up Vietnamese-Ede words is needed for teachers and Ede 

pupils. 
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4.2.2. Building the application of looking up bilingual Vietnamese-Ede 

word 

The restricts need to be overcome in the building the application of 

looking up Vietnamese-Vietnamese ethnic minority language word: 

No using Unicode for displaying Vietnamese ethnic minority language 

writing. 

No using vocabulary database as the infrastructure in Ede language 

processing. 

Overcoming the above restricts, the using Unicode in Ede language 

text editor and V-EBVD is proposed in the thesis. These results used for 

building the application of looking up Vietnamese-Ede word.   

a) Application of looking up Vietnamese-Ede  

The activity diagram is shown in Figure 4.1. 

b) Application of looking up Ede-Vietnamese 
The activity diagram is shown in Figure 4.2. 

4.2.3. Building the application of 

looking up Vietnamese-Ede bilingual word 

4.2.3.1. Tra cứu ngoại tuyến từ vựng song ngữ Việt-Ê Đê 

The application of looking up online Vietnamese-Ede bilingual word is 

deployed on the V-EBVD managing website. The looking functions have 

been built based on the diagram of the application of looking up Vietnamese-

Ede word (Figure 4.1) and looking up Ede-Vietnameseword (Figure 4.2). 
This application has contributed to assist for Ede pupils and teachers in 

looking up Vietnamese-Ede or Ede-Vietnamese word and its components. 

 
Figure 4.1. The diagram of the 

application of looking up 

Vietnamese-Ede word 

 

 
Hình 4.2. The diagram of the 

application of looking up Ede-

Vietnamese word 
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The advantages and disadvantages of this application: 
Advantage: no installing, everyone using, accessing anytime, updating 

frequently new entries.  
Disadvantage: no anytime also possible to access the internet for 

looking up word. 

Overcoming this difficulty, the application of looking up word offline is 

proposed to building.  

4.2.3.1. The application of looking up Vietnamese-Ede word offline 

The looking functions have been built based on the diagram of the 

application of looking up Vietnamese-Ede word (Figure 4.1) and looking up 

Ede-Vietnameseword (Figure 4.2). 

This application also used as a visual aid in teaching Ede language and 

overcome the disadvantages of the application of looking up word online. 

4.3. Aiding Vietnamese-Ede machine translation 

4.3.1. Machine translation Vietnamese document into Ede language in 

teaching and learning Ede language 
To apply machine translating Vietnamese text into Ede language for 

translating lessons from Vietnamese into Ede language and processing the 
ambiguity cases that machine translation has not processed. The thesis 
proposed building the application of aiding Vietnamese-Ede machine 
translation for translating the lessons, lesson plans from Vietnamese into Ede 
language. 

Application of aiding Vietnamese-Ede machine translation has 

contributed to translate Vietnamese lessons into Ede language in order to 

create conditions for further upgrading level of Ede language teaching and  

help teachers in translating Vietnamese-Ede bilingual lesson plans and 

contribute to enrich the Vietnamese-Ede bilingual learning through subjects 

such as mathematics, science, history, geography... not only learning Ede 

language subject. 

4.3.2 Solving the Vietnamese word segmentation problem in Vietnamese-

Ede translation 
In the framework of the thesis, the word segmentation problem has not 

researched. This problem is inherited form vnTokenizer tool that was 
announced and shared of "theme VLSP". 

In order to vnTokenizer tool separates Vietnamese word corresponding 

with Ede language word, the noted Vietnamese entries is added into expand 

vocabulary database of vnTokenizer. This adding is necessary for 

Vietnamese-Ede machine translation. 

4.3.3. Building the application of aiding Vietnamese-Ede machine 

translation 

4.3.3.1. Translation method  
The translation method of this application is based on the V-EBVD. This 

method depends on the V-EBVD and is almost translated directly by 
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replacing 1-1.  
However, only applying this method to translate can’t process the 

ambiguity cases and the words not in vocabulary database. Therefore, the 
translation result can’t be used to translate for lessons in teaching and 
learning Ede language. 

From this restrict, the thesis proposed to build the application of aiding 

Vietnamese-Ede machine translation. In this application needs to integrate 

the supporting of user to identify suitable words for ambiguous cases and 

words not in vocabulary database. 

4.3.3.2. The tool of aiding Vietnamese-Ede machine translation 

Operating of Vietnamese-Ede translate aiding tool is shown in figure 4.3 

 

4.3.3.3. Testing results 
From the obtained results, it was found that the interrogative words were 

not processed due to the user inputting wrong. Therefore, the thesis also has 
the basis to confirm the order processing module of the interrogative words 
in the Vietnamese document that can be used in the application of aiding 
Vietnamese-Ede machine translation. 

 he order of “snăk” adjunct in sentence has been almost processed 
entirely. A few cases can’t be processed because the next word is not 
adjective or user inputting wrong. 

The tool of aiding Vietnamese-Ede machine translation has contributed 

to aid for translating lessons from Vietnamese into Ede language and helping 

teachers in the preparation of textbooks and  Vietnamese-Ede bilingual 

lessons 

4.4. Checking Ede language misspelling  

4.4.1 Ede language misspelling problem 

The typing wrong is the misspelling occurring on documents. This error 
is more likely to occur on documents inputted by people who are not fluent 

 
Figure 4.3. Operating model of Vietnamese-Ede translating aiding tool 
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in Ede language or not familiar with stipulation typing of Ede letters. 

 In the Ede language processing, The problem of the checking 
misspelling in Ede document has so far not been announced. From the result 
of the checking Ede misspelling based on Ede syllable models, the thesis 
continues to develop application of misspelling checking in Ede language 
text. 

4.4.2. Solving the problem of the checking misspelling in Ede language text 

The problem of the misspelling checking in Ede language document is 
solved based on the script: 

Input: Ede language document, V-EBVD, Ede syllable models 

Output: the Ede document is 
checked misspelling. 

Method: the sequence of steps is 
shown in Figure 4.4 

4.4.3. Building the tool of the 

checking misspelling in Ede 

language text 

Based on the model of the 

checking misspelling in Ede language 

text, the thesis proposed building the 

application of checking misspelling in 

Ede language document, named 

SCET (Spelling Checking of Ede 

Text) 

a) Testing installation 

The installing testing of the SCET 
toolkit towards the Ede syllable 
approach was proposed and obtained 
testing results were satisfactory. The 
testing data was Ede language books, 
Ede-Vietnamese bilingual stories, 
ethnic and mountainous newspapers. 
The testing dataset consists of 30 document files with a random misspelling 
that have been identified, with a total of 150 misspellings.  

The obtained results, the SCET found 142 wrong inserted misspellings. 
The 8 syllables did not find because of the ambiguity between the first part, 
the main sound and the final sound of syllable. Table 4.3 shows the obtained 
results of the SCET. 

Table 4.3. Testing results with syllables to be put into document  
Inserted 

misspellings 
Finding 

misspellings 
No finding 

misspellings 
Percentage 

150 142 8 5,7% 

 Figure 4.4. The model of the 

checking misspelling in Ede 

language text 
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b) Evaluating the testing result 
The ability finding Ede syllable misspellings of the solution achieved 

94.3% (Table 4.3).  
The SCET has contributed to help teachers, pupils finding and correcting 

syllable misspelling in Ede document as lesson plans, lessons, exercises ... 
4.5. Conclusion of chaper 4 

The obtained results in this chapter have contributed to improve the 
quality of teaching and learning Ede language. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The main results of the thesis 

The researches and solutions mentioned above have contributed:  
1) Building the Ede language enviroment for directing for the research 

process in Ede language processing. 
2) Using Unicode for the text editor of ethnic minority languages in 

general and Ede ethnic minority language in particular.  
3) Building the V-EBVD based on the model merges the bilingual data 

sources Vietnamese-Ede and Ede-Vietnamese. 
4) Checking Ede syllable misspelling basing Ede syllable models that 

has been contributed to find syllable misspelling in Ede documents 
and to check Ede syllable misspelling in V-EBVD. 

5) Deploying applications in teaching and learning Ede language based 
on the V-EBVD. 

2. Evaluating results 

The results of this thesis have not been published and include the 
following main points: 

Directing the research process in Ede language process in Vietnamese 
minority language processing in general and Ede language processing in 
particular. 

Using Unicode in Ede language text editor has contributed to edit the 
Ede language texts in multilingual text editor. 

Converting Ede language document with own fonts into Unicode has 
contributed to solve the difficulties of the exchanging and using the Ede 
language documents with own fonts. 

Checking the syllable misspelling in Ede language document has 
contributed to find and correct syllable misspellings in Ede language 
documents. 

Building V-EBVD with the criterion: saving data with Unicode fonts, 
adding the Vietnamese entries, checking the syllable misspellings of the Ede 
entries in V-EBVD, sharing V-EBVD for the research activities in the Ede 
language processing. 

Deploying Ede language processing applications in teaching and 
learning, contributing to IT applications in improving the quality of teaching 
and learning Ede language. 
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3. Future works 

In addition to the achieved results in the thesis, a number of issues 
arising from the thesis should be solved in the future: 

Completing the obtained results: 
The Ede language misspelling will be solved with other levels. 
Checking Ede language and Vietnamese misspelling in V-EBVD. 

Continuing 
Improving the quality of V-EBVD by the aid of the Ede language 

experts through the Ede language processing environment, 
Expanding multilingual processing for Vietnam ethnic minorities, 
Continuing the problems of the Ede language processing in the 

orientation of natural language processing. 




